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Executive summary

Citizens in all corners of Europe and companies of all sizes are embracing digital transformation more and more. The opportunities arising from digitisation are outstanding and bring new services, products and industrial processes – all of which depend on an efficient handling of data. Across different sectors, suppliers and users choose digital solutions in order to improve productivity. Businesses can thus offer more while using fewer resources. For consumers, new digital services improve the quality of life, compared to the past – often more time consuming – way of doing things.

Thus our economies (and our individual lives) are becoming more and more data hungry. Unsurprisingly, demand for data has increased worldwide and the trend shows no sign of weakening; for instance, cross-border data flows have grown by 45 times since 2005.1 The flow of data and its importance has been widely covered. We know that data enables user devices to deliver ever new and improved services. A simple question is then: as data flows on telecoms networks to and from our devices, where does all this data go to?

The answer is: data centres.2 In fact, a large number of data centres are needed to store and process the data underpinning digital services. Together with the fibre-based cable links delivering connectivity across the globe, data centres are a key internet infrastructure. While our new devices take the limelight to deliver services, data centres are performing a lot of the heavy lifting behind the scenes, making digital services work seamlessly. Thus, online services work thanks to the support of data centres to efficiently process and safely store the data needed to deliver the services that users want. As a result, data centres are operated and used by many organisations and the data centre sector is as fast moving as the wide digital value chain.

In fact, the capacity of the global data centre industry has grown by 10 per cent annually from 2010 up until today, and this growth is expected to continue in the next decade. In the coming years, an estimated 60 new large data centres are expected in Europe alone.3 The largest class of data centres is called hyper-scale, which are associated with best in class performance and efficiency in using resources.

Google data centres deliver large benefits to the European economy

Google has invested heavily in data centres and fibre infrastructure in Europe. Google currently operates hyper-scale data centres in four European regions: St. Ghislain-Mons in Belgium, Hamina-Kotka in Finland, Dublin in Ireland and Eemshaven-Groningen in the Netherlands.

Since 2007, Google has made a EUR 4.3 billion data-centre related investment, broken down as follows. Google has spent EUR 3.2 billion on constructing and operating these four European data centres. Over the same period, an additional EUR 1.1 billion has been

---

2 Data centres are facilities that house large numbers of high-performing computers storing data, known as servers, as well as networking equipment and communication links.
3 Source: BCG (2014), reporting an estimated the trend for Western Europe.
spent on European fibre networks, connecting the data centres to the internet and thus making them accessible for the multiple consumer and business applications offered. In order to measure the economic impact of these investments, we have applied an economic input/output model, calibrated on the basis of Eurostat sectoral accounts. Investments considered include:

- Construction, civil engineering and restoration of the data centre sites
- Ongoing operation, including equipment and all support functions
- Network connectivity via purpose-built intra-EU fibre links (e.g. backbones)

We have measured the extent to which these investments turn into benefit for European societies and economies, finding as main results that:

- Google’s data centre investments have supported the economic activity in Europe with **EUR 490 million per year** in gross domestic product (GDP) on average in the period 2007-2017; in other words, **EUR 5.4 billion in total for the whole period**.
- Google’s data centre investments have supported **6,600 jobs** per year on average (full-time equivalents).

**Figure 1 Google data centres: impact on the European economy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GDP (million EUR per year)</th>
<th>Employment (full-time employees per year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>490</td>
<td>6,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>2,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>1,300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The supported economic contribution to the EU includes a direct economic effect (first-order impact of the data centres’ expenditure), as well as the jobs and economic contribution supported across the data centre suppliers’ industries up the value chain (indirect economic effect). Moreover, as workers at data centres and suppliers’ industries spend their wages on consumer products and services, this leads to a broader jobs and economic contribution (induced economic effect).

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on data from Eurostat, World Input-Output Database and Google.

As shown in a forward-looking study for the European Commission, the data economy in Europe is expected to continue to grow. Thus we would equally expect that Google’s investments in Europe would expand, to serve fast-growing demand from European consumers and businesses. Indeed, Google has recently announced a new investment of EUR 250 million to expand its Belgian data centre. The above chart does not include the economic effect of this recent or any future potential investments.

---

Google data centres deliver large benefits to local communities across the EU

Data centres generally- and Google’s data centres in particular- supports local communities through multiple channels.

First, data centres create jobs in remote areas that include IT technicians, electrical and mechanical engineers, catering, facilities and security staff.

Second, the signalling of a large and well known company (such as Google) investing in a region can influence others to invest there too, by confirming the presence of skills, suppliers and resources that other investors are also looking for. Google’s presence is used actively by regional development entities to promote further investments in the regions.

Third, research has found that large multinational companies’ hold technical, operational and managerial knowledge that can improve the productivity of local suppliers through knowledge spill-overs and market-size effects. Google’s data centres demonstrate this research finding; their presence, training and their business increases the local suppliers’ productivity and competitiveness.

Last, Google supports the local data centre community, for instance, through grants. Almost EUR 3 million in grants have been donated across Europe over the past few years. Google also supports communities via teaching collaborations in local colleges, which builds the local skills base.

Google data centres helps digital users consume energy in a more efficient and environmentally friendly way

Every time we replace an old (e.g. paper-based or transport-based) service or process with a new digital application, we as users choose to consume energy (indirect demand, in economist jargon). While storing and processing data to deliver our preferred services requires energy, the solutions that Google has introduced bring opportunities to increase the energy efficiency by which data is handled. In fact, large data centres are more energy efficient than individual servers and, by pooling the server needs of many customers, a lot of energy can be saved. For instance, moving email services from in-house servers to data centres via cloud-based solution could save European companies EUR 850 million in energy costs every year.

Google’s data centres are leaders in energy efficiency in Europe. Over the years, Google has been able to reduce its energy dispersion indicator (power usage effectiveness, PUE) to an average 1.12. The European data centre sector average is much less efficient at 1.70. If data centres in Europe were as efficient as Google, electricity consumption would drop every year by around 26 TWh (the equivalent of the electricity consumption of all Polish households).

---

Power usage effectiveness (PUE) measures how efficiently a computer data centre uses energy. It is expressed as the ratio of the total amount of energy used by the data centre facility, to the energy used by the actual computing equipment. A PUE of 1 is the lowest possible value, and means that all power going into the data centre is being used to power IT equipment. A PUE of 2.0 means that for every watt of IT power, an additional watt is consumed to cool and distribute power to the IT equipment.
Furthermore, Google is committed to purchase enough renewable energy to cover the electricity consumed at its data centres and operations. In Europe, Google achieves this by signing corporate Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) – agreements to buy power from renewable energy power plants at an agreed price and on a long-term basis. A PPA, a long term buying commitment, facilitates the developer’s ability to finance these plants and promotes investment in renewables and the transition towards green energy.

Since 2010, Google has signed long-term contracts that have enabled almost €3 billion investment in renewable energy projects across the globe, of which nearly €1 billion is in Europe (corresponding to circa 710 MW of renewable power production in Europe). These agreements help de-carbonising Europe’s energy supply. Google, the world’s largest corporate buyer of renewable energy, procures renewable energy in a manner consistent with the intentions of the EU proposed Clean Energy Package and its planned Renewables Directive.

**Policy and industry initiatives can maximise the benefits of the European data centre opportunity**

Having analysed the economic effects of these data centre investments across Europe, we have considered the question of what policies and initiatives can best serve the European interest in the novel area of data centre policy. It is a multi-sectoral endeavour that will benefit from a joined-up approach. We believe that multiple layers of government can play a key role; thus we provide an overview of recommendations for three policy layers:

As to local and regional policies, we recommend to:

- Get the **basics** right – local infrastructure and ease of business
- Foster local **skills** – ensure training meets jobs’ needs
- Invest in **promotion** activities – a team effort to market the territory’s features

As to national policies, we recommend to:

- Focus on **clean** and **reliable** energy supply – so to attract and benefit from data centre investments
- Assess and address **education gaps** in digital skills – fostering the future’s skills

As to EU policies, we recommend to:

- Complete the **Digital Single Market** – to unleash further European innovation
- Hold a firm commitment to **renewable energy** – sending a long term signal
- Raise awareness of **data centre enabling policies** – so to share knowledge on best practice in attracting investments and gaining maximum local economic benefits

A more detailed presentation of our policy recommendations is in the concluding chapter of this study.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Infrastructure for the digital future of Europe

1.1 A transformative shift

Digitisation fundamentally shifts how people live, work and communicate, how companies are run and how governments interact with citizens. For example, digital services reduce costs for firms to use advanced high-tech solutions to support and grow their businesses. Through digitisation, corporations can furthermore expand to distant markets both domestically and internationally, which in turn benefits consumers who get access to the best products and services at the lowest price.

Furthermore, digital platforms, through the sharing economy, increase efficient use of available resources, for example for housing and transport. This can benefit both citizens and the environment. Companies, citizens and society gain from a more open job market with digitised recruitment in which supply and demand of talent are more efficiently matched.

Digitisation can also simplify interaction between government and citizens, as well as help governments increase their overall efficiency through better tax collection and data management. E-government initiatives and big data tools open up the possibility to analyse large-scale social trends as well as combating fraud and misuse of public services.

Finally, many breakthrough technologies are and will continue to be driven by the ongoing digitisation. For example, machines and components can communicate with each other in smart factories and autonomous production can optimise flows by, for example, identifying maintenance needs and adapting to individual customer requirements in real time. Additionally, further developments in robotics technology create increasingly sophisticated robots at lower cost. Additive manufacturing (3D printing) is expected to revolutionise the industry by offering profitable production of specialised goods (even in small scale) and by enabling individualised products on order. Similarly, the Internet of Things revolution, equipping products and process equipment with sensors, enables embedded systems to communicate and manage advanced processes. In short, opportunities arising from digitisation are outstanding.

The pace of digitisation is rapid. Take the use of smartphones: they were largely unheard of ten years ago, but in 2017 the number of smartphones used in Europe reached 450 million (Copenhagen Economics, 2017). The same goes for the digital sharing economy which has gone from an unknown concept to a combined market cap of privately held sharing-economy companies approaching USD 150 billion in 2015 (BCG, 2016). McKinsey estimates that the cross-border digital flows of data generates more economic value than value of trade in goods globally (McKinsey, 2016), and Accenture estimates the digital economy will represent up to a third of GDP in some EU countries in 2020 (see Figure...
1) Digitisation of the European economy is key to driving long-term productivity and sustaining economic development.

**Figure 2 Digital economy share of GDP**

![Bar chart showing the digital economy share of GDP for countries like Italy, Spain, Netherlands, Germany, France, and United Kingdom, comparing 2015 and 2020.]

Source: Accenture (2016).

1.2 **Enabled by high-tech infrastructure**

Demand for data has increased worldwide and the trend shows no sign of weakening; for instance, cross-border data flows have grown by 45 times since 2005. The digital shift is enabled by high-tech infrastructure, including large scale-data centres forming the backbone of this digital infrastructure. Thus, the consumer- and company-driven explosive growth in data traffic and storage require significant investment in data centres to facilitate this growth.

Data centres contain a number of servers, i.e. high-performance computers that run all the time and that store and supply data whenever needed. The term data centre is broad and may encompass everything from a number of servers in a small company to a facility with more than 100,000 servers. Large-scale data centres contain complex systems with many mechanical, electrical and controls components, as well as networking equipment and communication links. When you use an online service, such as a search function or cloud-based email, the servers in the data centres do the work for you, around the clock and around the world. In order to function, inputs such as energy and water is needed, both for powering servers and for managing surrounding features such as cooling.

---

7 The digital economy is defined by Accenture (2016) as "the share of total economic output derived from a number of broad "digital" inputs. These digital inputs include digital skills, digital equipment (hardware, software and communications equipment) and the intermediate digital goods and services used in production. Such broad measures reflect the foundations of the digital economy."

Additionally, transporting data to end users requires long-distance cables and core fibre networks. Key infrastructural assets related to data centres in Europe thus also include the European cable network (core network) and international cable links connecting Europe to the rest of the world. Investments in such facilities, by content and application providers, have grown by 13 per cent between 2011 and 2013 (AnalysysMason, 2014).

1.3 Google’s data centres in Europe
Google is one of the largest suppliers of data in the world and serve a significant share of users from their data centres in Europe. Since 2007, four large-scale data centres have been constructed in Europe, requiring significant amounts of labour and inputs (see Figure 4).

Figure 3 Google’s data centres in Europe

Construction of the first facility started in 2007 in St. Ghislain in Belgium and was fully operational in 2010. The second facility was completed two years later, located in an old paper mill in Hamina, Finland. The third facility is located close to Google’s European headquarters in Dublin, Ireland and became operational in 2012. Finally, the newest of Google’s four data centres in Europe is located in Eemshaven, Netherlands and started its operations in 2016.

Google’s four data centres bring several benefits to the European economy by creating jobs and contributing to European GDP. Additionally, Google supports local communities close to their data centres, whereby their positive economic effect go beyond their own supply chain. Further, Google’s data centres are very energy efficient and Google has a
target of covering their electricity consumption with renewable energy, whereby Google can help Europe achieve climate change and environmental goals.

As the report shows, Google's data centres deliver a significant economic contribution to Europe – as will be measured and appraised throughout the following chapters. It must be remarked that the report’s focus is on first-order impacts of the data centre’s part of the digital value chain. What is not considered in the report, but is equally important (see figure below), is the broader positive effect that data centre infrastructures have as a core underpinning of the provision of digital services. While it is not within the scope of this report, it is important to recall data centres’ broader significance.

**Figure 4 Data centres at the heart of the European digital future**

![Diagram](source)

This report analyses the following set of impacts of Google’s data centres in Europe.

- The economic impact of Google’s construction and operation of data centres in all parts of the supply chain is estimated in chapter 2.
- Fibre connectivity associated with Google’s European data centres is appraised in chapter 3, together with its economic contribution.
- Google’s impact on local communities is elaborated upon in chapter 4.
- The energy efficiency potential of expanding Google’s energy performance to all data centres is estimated in chapter 5.
- The supply of renewable energy is centre stage in chapter 6 which analyses how Google’s role, as committed corporate buyer of renewables, stimulates the creation of new clean power plants.
- Finally, chapter 7 shares some focused policy recommendations aimed at increasing the beneficial economic impacts for Europe of data centre investments.
Chapter 2
A significant contribution to jobs and GDP in Europe

2.1 The investments in constructing and operating the data centres
Since 2007, Google has invested a total of EUR 3.2 billion in constructing and operating the four data centres on an average of EUR 300 million per year (see Figure 5). Expenditures for constructing the data centres are, for instance, the costs of materials used to build the data centre, wages for construction workers, purchase of machinery and electrical equipment. These expenditures are large and only occur the when the data centre is being built – once built, there are no more construction expenditures. Expenditures for operating the data centres on, the other hand, are annual expenditures for operating the data centre once it has been built. They include, for instance, the annual wages for Google employees and contractors working at the data centre, costs of electricity and repair expenditures.

Figure 5 Google’s construction and operation expenditure at European data centres

Source: Copenhagen Economics, based on data from Google.

The majority of Google’s expenditure (70 per cent) in the period 2007-2017 has gone towards constructing the data centres, which reflect that Google has constructed four data centres in the period. In total Google has since 2007 spent EUR 2.3 billion – on average EUR 200 million per year. On top of the construction expenditure, Google has since 2007 spent EUR 0.9 billion on operations of the facilities – on average almost EUR 90 million per year.
An overwhelmingly majority of the construction and operation expenditures are spent within the EU. In total over the period, 97 per cent of expenditures have been spent within the EU (see Figure 6). Only a limited amount of supplies in the construction phase has been imported from outside the EU.

**Figure 6 Google’s investment expenditure at European data centres 2007-2017**

![Bar chart showing investment expenditure](chart.png)

*Note:* [text].

*Source:* Copenhagen Economics, based on data from Google.

Besides the investment expenditures in construction and operations of the four data centres, Google’s expenditure related to data centre activity includes a series of fibre infrastructure investments (detailed in section 0), which are also inputs to the calculations of economic contribution presented below.

### 2.2 The economic impact of the data centres

Data centres are important hubs for both technological and economic reasons and are a key part of the digital infrastructure on both a global, national and regional level. Moreover, data centres provide a substantial economic impact to the regions in which they are located through direct, indirect and induced effects.

The *direct effect* includes the economic impact supported directly by the data centre and its construction contractors. The directly supported jobs in operations include positions in management, mechanical and electrical maintenance and repair, IT and systems technicians, plumbing and water management and hardware operations.

The *indirect effect* includes the economic impact through suppliers of goods and services. The indirectly supported jobs include positions in security, catering, cleaning and in the construction and supply industries as well as at suppliers in upstream industries across the economy.
Moreover, we refer to the induced effect as the supported economic impact that occurs when employees at the data centre and their supplier industries spend their wages throughout the economy. The induced jobs are primarily service-related jobs in industries such as retail trade, transport, accommodation, restaurants, housing and finance.

The source data for our analysis is information received from Google on expenditures and employment at Google’s data centres in Belgium, Finland, Ireland and the Netherlands. For more information see our separate methodological appendix.

Figure 7 Direct, indirect and induced effect of Google’s European data centres

Source: Copenhagen Economics.

Our results show that when considering the direct and indirect effects, Google’s investments in the four data centres and fibre networks has a supported economic impact of EUR 5.4 billion in GDP cumulatively over the period 2007-2017 varying between a yearly impact of EUR 0.2 and 1 billion (see Figure 8). This includes a direct, indirect and induced effect of EUR 1.4, 2.2 and 1.7 billion respectively.

Figure 8 Economic impact supported by Google’s European data centres

Note: The figure shows the supported economic contribution in the EU, due to the construction, operation and fibre networks related to Google’s data centres in Belgium, Ireland, Finland and The Netherlands.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on data from Eurostat, World Input-Output Database and Google.
As shown in a forward-looking study for the European Commission, the data economy in Europe is expected to continue to grow. Thus we would equally expect that Google’s investments in Europe would expand, to serve fast-growing demand from European consumers and businesses. Indeed, Google has recently announced a new investment of EUR 250 million to expand its Belgian data centre. The above chart does not include the economic effect of this recent or any future potential investments.

### 2.3 The supported employment impact of the data centres

Over the past years, the total supported employment impact of Google’s data centre network has been **6,600 full-time jobs per year on average** over the period (see Figure 9). This effect has fluctuated due to the varying intensity of construction work required to build the four data centres and on when they were put into operation. The total job impact varies between roughly 2,500 and 13,000 jobs per year.

Due to the linkages through the European economy, the data centres supports many different types of jobs in almost all sectors of the economy. The indirect jobs are mostly supported in the industries supplying the data centre such as construction, electric machinery and installation as well as electricity and other utilities.

![Figure 9 Employment impact supported by Google’s European data centres](image)

**Figure 9 Employment impact supported by Google’s European data centres**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induced</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The figure shows the supported employment contribution in the EU, due to the construction, operation and fibre networks related to Google’s data centres in Belgium, Ireland, Finland and The Netherlands.

**Source:** Copenhagen Economics based on data from Eurostat, World Input-Output Database and Google.

---

2.4 A growing economic opportunity
The future development in the economic impact of data centres such as those run by Google naturally depends on any future investment decisions. The overall data centre industry is expected to grow by 10 per cent annually from 2010 up until today, and this growth is expected to continue in the next decade. In the coming years, an estimated 60 new large data centres are expected to be constructed in Western Europe alone (BCG, 2014). Thus, it is reasonable to expect that also Google will continue to grow in Europe.

The increasing demand for cloud services, such as e-mails, photos and music, means that global internet companies such as Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Google are among the strongest drivers of the global data centre capacity growth. Global internet companies capture scale advantages by consolidating storage and processing of data in large data centres, thereby shifting the landscape towards larger-scale, purpose-built facilities with a focus on operational costs and efficiency.

A larger data centre network would imply a bigger economic contribution to the European economy. Just as is the case for players across the industry, the expected future growth in user demand for Google services implies that Google’s investments in data centres in Europe can also continue to increase over time – as they have already done in the past. Consequently, also Google’s economic impact to Europe would likewise increase over time.
Chapter 3

A significant contribution to European fibre infrastructure

3.1 Data centres power the internet via fibre connectivity

Google's activity in Europe related to data centres has led to significant fibre investments in every major European country. Data centres host files and apply computational processes so that the information can serve users’ requests. To reach users, the hosting activity will need a high capacity transport network that connects data centres to peering facilities. Therein, internet traffic is handed over to internet service providers, which take responsibility for the "second-half" of the provision of internet services (see Figure 10).

Figure 10 How data centres reach users

![Diagram of how data centres reach users](image)

Source: Copenhagen Economics.

Besides investing in data centres, Google annually invests millions of euros in a range of supplementing facilities such as fibre networks, servers and routers. They do this to ensure that content, such as television entertainment on Netflix, is delivered with high quality to end-users and to ensure a high level of service reliability, quick response, and high resolution.

3.2 Google's investments in fibre infrastructure in Europe

In Europe, Google is investing significantly in both the core network in European countries and in the international network, i.e. subsea cables. Over the period 2007 to 2017, Google has spent an estimated EUR 1.1 billion on improving the European fibre network infrastructure. Thus, we can—with focus on fibre networks investments only—report a subset of the results presented in the previous section. These investments have a supported economic impact of EUR 1.4 billion in GDP, cumulative over the 2007-2017 period (see Figure 11).
European data centres
How Google’s digital infrastructure investment is supporting sustainable growth in Europe

Figure 11 Estimated investment and economic impact supported by Google’s fibre network investments in Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investments</th>
<th>GDP contribution</th>
<th>Employment impact (right axis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>€ million</td>
<td></td>
<td>Full-time employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: In this case, given that telecommunications is a supplier industry for data centres, we do not report direct effects, while we show the investment expenditures that originates the economy wide effect via the telecommunications supply chain.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on data from World Input-Output Database and Google.

These investment supported over the same period an average of 1,900 full-time jobs per year, of which the majority are based in the telecommunication sector.

3.3 Europe-wide benefits from the Google data centre-related fibre connectivity investments
These investment expenditures has two overall benefits in the European digital economy:

1. Quality improvement in Google’s own services
2. Spill-over effect enabling infrastructure for other services’ quality improvements

Quality improvement in Google’s own services
Improvements in the network enable faster access to Google products such as Google Search – which allows people to have their questions answered quickly and inexpensively – or Google Maps which helps people to navigate and optimise their travel. Equally, the network may deliver communication enabled through Gmail and entertainment gained through products such as YouTube.

All of these quality improvements, which support many free products widely used by European citizens, lead to what economists call consumer surplus. In other words they contribute to the everyday activities and enjoyment of European citizens.
Spill-over effect enabling infrastructure for other services’ quality improvements

These investments can also have broader implications, with Google acting as an anchor tenant and thus ensuring fibre is built that can be used by others. For example, the functioning of undersea cables is such that – while funding members are anchor tenants and use capacity for their business services – additional capacity is available for all kinds of services and data transfers that become faster and more efficient via the cable. In this case, undersea cables constructed by Google do not only deliver benefits when European consumers and businesses use Google services but also for any other services that rely on flow of information and data over the same connectivity infrastructure. Domestic core networks function in a similar way and effects can therefore apply therein too.

As a result, Google’s investment in such infrastructure lowers barriers for businesses to supply digital services. This implies that consumers are in a better position to benefit from the entire set of applications and services available via the internet.
Box 1 Google backs investment in new fibre infrastructure, enabling new connectivity for all internet uses

The effects of Google's investment in Eemshaven do not stop at the data centre perimeter. In fact, this investment has supported a new telco provider, Eurofiber Nederland, to come to the area, enabling greater competition by creating a new, unique fibre route. Eurofibre worked closely with the Dutch Water Authorities and Groningen Seaport, generating revenue for these public authorities as part of this multi-million Euro investment.

Diversity of connectivity adds a valuable option for any businesses (not just Google), in this case enabling a new fibre route to Hamburg, Dusseldorf and Berlin in Germany as well as Amsterdam in the Netherlands. Indeed, Eurofibre is currently also able to lease out the new capacity to other operators on this new route. This brings the additional potential benefit of connectivity for all internet applications, thus not only Google services.

Furthermore, the new fibre link was efficiently laid down, utilising an existing planned national infrastructure project so as to minimise additional disruption in the area. As a result, the new fibre link enables the local authority’s strategy of building an international data centre hub location in Eemshaven.

The effects of Google's data centre activity are not limited only to the countries in which data centres are located but have a broader European significance. In fact, in order for data centres and services across Europe to work well, inter-European and intercontinental connectivity are both important. The following French investment case demonstrates the Europe-wide positive impact on fibre connectivity, resulting from the need to connect Google’s European network of data centres.

Source: Interview with Mark Sokol, Director of Infrastructure for EMEA, Google on 11 January 2018.
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Box 2 Google backs investment in new fibre infrastructure linking intercontinental connectivity to the heart of Europe

This French investment case delivered the aim to secure transatlantic backhaul connectivity – thus linking the heart of Europe to global data flows. The project location ranged between the intercontinental subsea cable landing stations in Brittany (Lannion, Plérian) and Paris. Therein, Google has acquired a fully diverse dark fiber ring connecting the two main subsea landing stations in France to Paris. The creation of such a ring is a first in France, bringing multiple benefits to Google and its partners:

- Thanks to this ring, Google secured an initial 28Tb/s of traffic, which ensures a very high reliability of Google services in Europe and better end user experience;
- SFR has leveraged this project to reinforce and future proof its own network traffic capacities, improving quality of service for its own fixed & mobile broadband customers – benefiting connectivity and internet applications beyond solely Google services;
- The local public service network provider has gained revenues to continue developing its public access network and thus promote broadband usage in rural areas.

In summary, Google’s investment is not only accompanying the growth in Google services traffic but also enables the public and telecoms industry to renew and upgrade its networks and indirectly improve broadband and mobile connectivity in Western France. Furthermore, Google’s investment towards scalable backhaul routes between Brittany and the rest of France and Europe is key to promoting this region as an intercontinental subsea cable connectivity hub and attracting new cable investments.

Green (116km): Lannion-Plérian fibre route on local public service network.
Orange (737km): New fibre route from Lannion to Paris.
Blue (Existing): Current fibre route between Plérian and Paris forming total ring of >1,700Km.

Source: Interview with Mark Sokol, Director of Infrastructure for EMEA, Google on 11 January 2018.
Chapter 4

A supportive impact on local communities

4.1 Data centres support economic development in remote areas

Given their requirements for facility space, data centres like Google’s are usually located in remote areas. While for some staff positions, specialisation may call for staff to be sourced from other parts of the country (or abroad), many data centre operators like Google hire a substantial amount of labour locally, creating jobs for workers in remote areas.

These jobs do not require qualifications like PhDs in computer science; rather, they include IT technicians, electrical and mechanical engineers, catering, facilities and security staff. Box 3 and Box 4 report two cases of how Google’s data centre has created jobs in regional areas and the impact it has on people’s lives.

Box 3 Life at a data centre: Héloïse in St. Ghislain, Belgium

Héloïse is 25, comes from Caen in France and now lives in the city of Mons, near Google’s data centre in Saint Ghislain, Belgium. She graduated in 2016 with a mechanical engineering degree from the National Institute of Applied Sciences of Lyon (INSA Lyon).

Héloïse secured an internship in Google’s data centre in Hamina, Finland in 2016, which she found to be a great European inter-cultural experience from both a professional and personal point of view, integrating to the new culture in collaboration with the team. Professionally, her six months experience in Finland helped gain new skills and interests and she returned to INSA Lyon where she completed her engineering degree.

Thus, in December 2016, Héloïse’s enhanced skills helped her secure a full time position in Google’s data centre operations team in Belgium as an Associated Facilities Technician. She is now part of the Mechanical team in charge of all critical infrastructure maintenance and operations like cooling towers, heat exchangers and complex HVAC systems. In 2017, she gained a certification in control room operations. Since then she has been responsible for campus monitoring and operations including electrical power distribution (from the high voltage substations to low voltage at rack level). Héloïse’s work at Google has allowed her to become experienced in several technical fields, from industrial maintenance policy process to project scheduling – as well as leadership skills such as promoting an excellent team spirit in a complex and critical environment.

Source: Interview with Héloïse Ouvry, Associated Facilities Technician, on 22 January 2018.
Box 4 Life at a data centre: Antti in Hamina, Finland

Antti Saarela works at the Google Hamina data centre in Finland as a hardware operations engineer. Antti has a technical degree in electronics and information technology from a local vocational college in the Kotka region. When he finished his degree in 2006 there were no job opportunities within this line of work in the region, and Antti took up a job as a structural line worker in a bread factory and spent some time travelling and working in Australia.

Five and a half years ago he then started working at the Google data centre. Initially he started in a non-technical position as a data centre assistant, where his main tasks involved replacing broken items from various machines in the data centre and assisting technicians with e.g. network deployments etc. While working in his initial position at the data centre, he was studying Linux and networking in his spare time, and after three years as a data centre assistant, he started as a hardware operations engineer.

Throughout his time at Google, Antti has learnt a lot within a fast changing environment, which means that there is always something new to learn. Antti also notes that his colleagues are highly qualified professionals in their field, which means that there is always great opportunity to learn from the best. The broader digital skills, which Antti has acquired at the google data centre are skills that are applicable both within and outside of the data centre industry.

Source: Interview with Antti Saarela, Hardware operations engineer, on 11 July 2016.

Economic analysis can measure how the contribution of the expenditure of workers, in turn, helps to support a broader set of jobs and activities across the economy. This is a very important impact (the so-called induced economic effect). As data centre activity stimulates private consumption when workers spend their wages throughout the economy, jobs are also supported in local areas in sectors such as retail, transport, accommodation and restaurants.

Figure 12 Type of employment supported by Google’s European data centres

Source: Copenhagen Economics, based on data from Eurostat, World Input-Output Database and Google.
4.2 Google supports local data centre communities

In addition to contributing to employment in remote areas, Google supports local data centre communities through other channels. For example, almost EUR 3 million in grants have been distributed in Europe over the past few years; funds donated to initiatives such as Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) programmes and support for coding programmes.

Another example of an academic initiative includes a programme with the Institute of Technology in Sligo Ireland and Haute École Louvain en Hainaut (HELHa) in Mons Belgium where online degree in data centre facility engineering has been developed in collaboration with industry representatives such as Google. The initiative is described in Box 5 below. A similar scheme is in place in Finland, where Google supports data centre training at the South Kymenlaakso Vocational College (Ekami), see Box 6 below.

Box 5 Online education in data centre facilities engineering in collaboration with industry

Europe's data centre industry is growing and with it the needs for competent workers who can run operations at large centres. Companies like Google recognise the need for increased skills among data centre industry personnel, including technical management and operation competences.

As a consequence, the 'B.Eng. in Data Centres Facilities Engineering' programme was developed by IT Sligo in Ireland and Haute École Louvain en Hainaut (HELHa) in Belgium in partnership with industry representatives such as Google, Microsoft, Facebook and Amazon. The objective of the programme is to enhance skills among workers in the data centre industry. The course is a two-year online degree of 60 ETS credits, and participation creates a foothold for anyone interested in entering the data centre industry. Part of the teaching takes place in laboratory setting, simulating real data centre operations, with students traveling to Belgium and Ireland to partake. This sets the course apart from most academic degrees. For graduates, the course creates knowledge which can be used globally. The participating schools gain visibility and can provide job opportunities for graduates.

Initiatives such as this help the supply of skills for the data centre industry, enabling growth and promoting the competitiveness of Europe’s data centres industry compared to other regions. It also benefits workers looking to enter the data centre industry all over Europe.

Source: Interview with Denis Browne, EU regional data centre lead, Google, and Olivier Delcourt, facilities manager, Google Belgium, on 28 July 2017 and IT Sligo’s website: https://www.itsligo.ie/courses/beng-data-centre-facilities-engineering-online/.
Box 6 Mini data centre facilitates ICT skills in Finnish college

South Kymenlaakso Vocational College (EKAMI) is a multi-disciplinary education institution with over 7,000 students. As a local actor, the college focuses on educating people to those sectors in which investments are being made through the region’s labour and commercial policies.

As a response to a growing demand in the region for a workforce with high ICT skills and knowledge about data centre operations, the college wanted to create a special learning environment for data centre competences and an e-learning environment for ICT and computing training. With financial support from Google, the college constructed a mini data centre on its Hamina campus. The data centre is built by students and is planned and tailored around the needs of data centre employers as well as other industry. The data centre is now in full operation and is operated by the students.

The mini data centre is used actively for teaching purposes and plays an important part in the learning process, as students can benefit from working and studying in a real life data centre environment. In this environment, students learn ICT skills such as hosting web sites and e-shops and can also practice with the virtual networks, computers and different remote controllers. The mini data centre thus plays an important role in preparing students to enter a working environment that is increasingly characterised by digitalisation and rapid technology development.

Currently EKAMI is the only school in Finland that provides education in data centre competence studies within this kind of learning environment. The mini data centre therefore also helps attract students from the region to the college.

Source: Interview with Sami Tikkanen, Principal, Kymenlaakso Vocational College, EKAMI, on 16 August 2016.

4.3 Signalling can further attract investments to remote areas

As investors are faced with uncertainty when selecting investment locations, the security of a large and well known company (such as Google) investing in a region can influence others to invest there too. This signalling effect increases the regions’ chances of being the preferred location of new data centres and other types of foreign investments in ICT and sectors that rely on similar skills and infrastructure. An investment such as Google’s data centre can thus further enhance economic growth in the areas they are located in by attracting other investments. This effect covers both:

- **Signalling effects on companies in adjacent industries**: By increasing the market for local suppliers, the data centre industry makes it more attractive for foreign suppliers and their suppliers to locate in the specific European region. Likewise, the increased productivity and competitiveness of local suppliers make the region more attractive for companies in adjacent industries that use the same skills and infrastructures as the data centre industry. For example, pharmaceutical and other precision manufacturing industries require a controlled production environment and supplier skills similar to data centres.

- **Broader signalling effects of the data centre industry**: Hosting a big company like Google sends the signal to other multinational companies that the specific European region is an attractive location for large companies – even outside the data centre industry and the ICT sector more broadly.
Box 7 and Box 8 provide a concrete example of how signalling effects have benefitted Finland and the Netherlands.

**Box 7 The presence of Google helps Hamina, Finland, to attract further investments and skilled workers**

Cursor, a publicly owned regional development company, is engaged in a range of activities to promote the region of Kotka-Hamina in which the presence of Google in the region is a key selling point.

In particular, Cursor is actively promoting the region as a good location for data centres. Since the construction of Google’s data centre, Cursor has identified and started to develop four additional sites for new data centres and is currently in dialogue with three companies interested in these sites – and confirmed that this interest was raised by the presence of Google. For example Siemens, Kotkan Energia (the local electricity company) and Datamus (a public project development company) are collaborating to develop a data centre on the Mussalo island close to the city of Kotka.

Cursor stresses that Google’s presence in Hamina does not only attract further investments in the data centre industry but raises the awareness of this region for any type of investment. For example, investments in other energy intensive industries such as battery factories and paper and pulp companies can also be attracted. Google’s presence signals that the energy supply is good and reliable, and that employees with the necessary skills are available. Many of the manufacturing skills necessary to work in the data centre industry are used in many other energy intensive industries such as electrical and mechanical repair and maintenance (e.g. of cooling equipment).

The presence of Google also helps Cursor in their recruiting activities. Cursor runs events (in which Google participates) supporting local companies in their effort to recruit people (with all types of education level) to come to Hamina, e.g. from other parts of Finland. Cursor stresses that Google's participation in these events adds value by raising the profile of the region. Thereby, Google helps the region of Hamina to reverse depopulation caused by urbanisation and the trend of moving to capital districts.

Source: Interview with Jouni Eho, director of business services, Cursor and Janne Korkeamäki, analyst part of the foreign direct investment team, Cursor on 15 September 2017.
Box 8 Google’s data centre helps attract investments in the Netherlands

The Economic Board Groningen is an organisation with the mission of supporting economic growth and development in the Northern part of the province of Groningen. In its view, even though the data centre in Eemshaven is relatively recent, Google’s presence in Eemshaven helps to attract investments from other companies to the region.

The Economic Board Groningen is currently in contact with several companies (both domestic and from abroad) about setting up an establishment in the region. The presence of Google has been a significant contributing factor in this interest. By placing a data centre in Eemshaven, Google clearly signalled that the necessary infrastructure for a data centre (or other energy intensive activities) is present. Interested companies may be both in the data centre (or other ICT) industries and in industries such as biochemical or recycling processing. Also, a significant number of SMEs are attracted to the region because of Google’s investments.

Google’s target of purchasing 100% renewable electricity for its data centres leads also to spill-over effects onto other companies. Thus, there is a large focus on the energy transition towards renewable energy. With Google’s focus on buying only renewable electricity, Google sets a high standard for other companies to follow. The Economic Board Groningen finds a clear trend in local companies having an increased focus on renewables and sustainability.

Source:  Interview with Marco Smit, managing director at Economic Board Groningen, on 26 September 2017.

4.4 Technology and knowledge spillovers benefit local companies

Google and other large multinational companies’ data centres hold technical, operational and managerial knowledge that can improve the productivity of local suppliers through knowledge spillovers.

Data centres are constantly being updated and upgraded to stay in front. This means that data centres are always trying to be at the forefront of technology. Hence, data centres becomes a driver for technological development in the local area and reinforces the attractiveness of the local area, consequently enticing other technology firms and R&D.

Google’s intensive focus on training both its own employees and the suppliers’ staff working at the data centre, for example, is an important channel for this type of spillover to local economies. There are several reasons why Google’s data centre will increase productivity of local firms supplying material and services to Google. For instance local firms can benefit by:

- adapting to Google’s higher standards;
- having staff undergo training at Google’s facilities;
- investing in education to win Google contracts;
- winning other projects, scale up their business and increase efficiency, thanks to relying on Google as a reference
All of these effects will increase the suppliers’ productivity and competitiveness. Figure 13 illustrates how the economic activity created by a data centre spreads in a ripple-like fashion.

Figure 13 Spill-over effects from a data centre’s supply chain

The effects described above have foundation in economic literature. When large multinational companies enter a local market and purchase their inputs locally, they increase the size of the local market. A larger market may allow some of the existing suppliers to benefit from economies of scale, attract new suppliers and spur competition. With intensified competition, the more productive suppliers will gain market share at the expense of less productive companies (Aitken and Harrison, 1999). This process increases the overall level of productivity in a region or country.

When productivity increases, companies are able to pay higher wages to their employees without harming their competitiveness, and employees see an improvement in their living standards. Higher wages also increase tax revenues and allow policy makers to increase public consumption, reduce tax rates or prioritize other initiatives.

The improved competitiveness among companies in the data centre supply chain also put them in a better position to reap the opportunity of growing demand for data centre hardware and supplier services, domestically and globally. Thus, the impact of the technology and knowledge spillover is magnified by the opportunity for European manufacturers to capture global data centre growth.
Box 9 and Box 10 give two concrete examples of how these spillover effects have benefited local suppliers in Finland and Belgium, respectively.

### Box 9 Learning impacts for local suppliers in Finland

Google prefers to use local service companies (e.g. maintenance and repair companies, security, catering, cable and diving companies). In cooperation with Cursor, Regional Development Company for the Kotka-Hamina region, Google has therefore arranged events where local companies interested in becoming a subcontractor to Google can come and pitch their expertise. The first of series of these events was held in December 2013 and in January–February 2014, where 64 companies attended. The event has since then been repeated.

Harri Eela of Cursor notes that local suppliers to Google have shown that they can adapt to the conditions of working for large international companies, which may include using English as a working language, making more complex contracts than they are used to from working with Finnish firms or complying with different standards etc. These firms can easily work for other international companies too which helps increase the attractiveness of the region.

Source: Interview with Harri Eela, Sales Director, Cursor on 15 July 2016 and Cursor’s website.

### Box 10 Local supplier staff in Belgium increases its skills base

Patrick is a mechanical expert from the Walloon Region (Belgium) and works for a supplier to Google. He has been working at the St. Ghislain–Mons site for the past six years.

During the course of his work at St. Ghislain–Mons, Patrick has performed many different tasks and learned a set of skills. By interacting with Google staff, the supplier’s team and specification manuals, he has learned to maintain and repair large centrifugal pumps, learned to maintain a cooling tower, refrigeration units, pumps and systems in a water treatment pump – which performs the important task of cleaning the water which the data centre uses for cooling its environment.

On the job, Patrick has also learned broader skills and developed his managerial profile. He is now leading the team supporting Google on the operational side and he is in charge of training his colleagues on how best to comply with the standards and performance needed to succeed in their job as supplier to Google.

Source: Copenhagen Economics based on interview on 20 May 2015.
Chapter 5

Helping digital users lower their energy demand via energy efficiency

5.1 Cloud computing provides energy savings

Each of us as consumer or as part of a business is choosing to move more and more activities to digital services. Digital transformation is taking place across sectors and is a key objective for EU and Member States’ policies. Demand for data has increased worldwide and the trend shows no sign of weakening; for instance, cross-border data flows have grown by 45 times since 2005.\(^{11}\)

As a result of consumers’ and firms’ new ways of living and doing business, use of data is increasing. The storing and processing of this data has a corresponding energy use, which is a derived demand from the end users’ choice to go more and more digital. This energy consumption replaces the energy previously used for alternative ways of obtaining services (e.g. paper-based processes, driving to several stores etc.).

While users are demanding more and more digital services (which require data processing and its related energy use), data centres and cloud-based internet services significantly increase the energy efficiency with which data is handled.

The user demand and policy push towards digital transformation implies a greater use of data storage and processing facilities, i.e. data centres. There are several ways of storing and processing data in order to serve users’ demand. One way is for each firm across the economy to rely on its own in-house servers and data centres. An alternative is to pool resources and for firms to rely on specialised, dedicated providers of this service.

To run servers, data centres requires energy for cooling, lighting and to maintain the general functioning of a large scale facility. However, remote storage usually require less energy than their local counterparts due to economies of scale. Data centres can therefore maximise server utilisation and use virtualisation and scalable computing, thereby reducing the total computing power needed. Additionally, as electricity consumption represents a high share of the operation costs of data centres, the operators has a significant incentive to use electricity efficiently.

Significant energy savings can be made if more data is stored in large data centres -such as Google’s- and accessed via cloud computing. Cloud computing is a technology using a network of remote servers for storing and processing of data, hosted in third-part data centres. Through cloud computing, companies can for example host their emails, documents and CRM systems on a remote server in a data centre. As cloud providers thus benefit from economies of scale (see Figure 14), cloud computing can consequently help enterprises save large capital expenses and often freeze or reduce operational expense.

Out of all these services and applications, we find it relevant to look at implications by focusing on one practical case and therefore zoom in on e-mail services. E-mail data handling is just one example where moving from in-house servers to data centres data storage would increase energy efficiency significantly. In-house e-mail servers use up to 175 kWh annually per user, compared to only 3.3 kWh annually per user in an average European data centre and 2.2 kWh annually per user in a Google data centre.\(^{12}\)

Currently, the amount of electricity used in in-house servers for e-mail storage in the EU is an estimated 7.5 TWh annually, which is broadly equivalent to the total annual household electricity consumption in Ireland.\(^{13}\) This estimation is based on Eurostat data on the amount of staff working in enterprises of different sizes, how many work with computers, distribution of enterprise sizes across the European economy and use of cloud in European enterprises (specifically: cloud-based e-mail services – in 2016, 18 per cent of enterprises which uses a computer bought cloud-based e-mail services).\(^{14}\)

A full transition towards using cloud-based e-mail services in a data centre as energy efficient as Google’s would:

- Save the electricity currently used for e-mail servers in individual companies by 7.5 TWh; and
- Increase electricity consumption in data centres by 0.2 TWh\(^{15}\)
- The net effect is thus a decrease of 7.3 TWh corresponding to an electricity saving of 98 per cent of current usage (Figure 15).

---

\(^{12}\) [Google (2011)].

\(^{13}\) Source: Eurostat table nrg_105a.

\(^{14}\) Source: Eurostat table isoc_ci_en_en2 and sbs_sc_sca_r2.

\(^{15}\) Estimated assuming that all the resulting new data centre activity would be as energy efficient as Google’s data centres.
The opportunity to improve energy efficiency will bring benefits through lower electricity bills and lower CO₂ emissions. For the European companies moving their e-mail data storage, it would amount to approximately EUR 850 million in savings per year on their electricity bill.  The current CO₂ emissions, as a result of the electricity use in in-house e-mail servers, are an estimated 2.1 megatons annually. This would equally be reduced by 98 per cent if everything was moved to cloud-based solutions in a data centre as energy efficient as a Google data centre.

### 5.2 Google as a benchmark for the efficiency potential of the European data centre industry

**Google’s achievements to minimise the energy use at its data centres**

Google’s data centres are amongst the most energy efficient in Europe. Google’s data centres use high-efficiency batteries that are kept as close as possible to equipment that needs power. Server energy is saved by removing unnecessary parts, encouraging suppliers to produce energy-efficient components and optimising the internal design of data centres so that, for example, fans spin only as fast as necessary to keep the machines cool enough to run. By consolidating servers and keeping them busy, Google can also do more...
with fewer servers and less energy. Finally, Google ensures that servers use little energy while waiting for a task, when there’s less computing work to be done (Google 2016b).

Energy efficiency in a facility like a data centre is measured via a power usage effectiveness (PUE) scale indicator that ranges up from a minimum of 1.00 (which is the theoretical maximum efficiency). Therefore, a data centre with a PUE of 2.10 is less efficient than one with a PUE of 1.90. Over the years, through a constant focus on efficiency in every part of operations, Google has been able to reduce the PUE to an average 1.12 (see Figure 16). This is a remarkable achievement, since the theoretical maximum that a PUE indicator can reach is 1.00.

**Figure 16 Decrease in IT-related energy use in Google’s data centres since 2008**

![Decrease in IT-related energy use in Google’s data centres since 2008](chart)

Source: Google’s data centres information centre: https://www.google.com/about/datacenters/efficiency/internal/.

Large efficiency savings available to the European data centre industry

Currently, the European data centre industry uses an estimated 76 TWh per year (Borderstep Institute, 2015)\(^\text{19}\), and the European average PUE was 1.70 in 2014 (see Table 1).

If all other data centres across Europe could achieve Google’s level of energy efficiency, it would cut these data centres’ electricity consumption from 76 TWh down to 50 TWh.

This saving of 26 TWh each year, is approximately equivalent to the yearly electricity use of all Polish households.\(^\text{20}\) Thus, there is a very large potential for the data centre industry to increase its energy efficiency.\(^\text{21}\)

---

\(^{18}\) Power usage effectiveness (PUE) measures how efficiently a computer data centre uses energy. It is expressed as the ratio of the total amount of energy used by the data centre facility, to the energy used by the actual computing equipment. A PUE of 1 is the lowest possible value, and means that all power going into the data centre is being used to power IT equipment. A PUE of 2.0 means that for every watt of IT power, an additional watt is consumed to cool and distribute power to the IT equipment.

\(^{19}\) Borderstep Institute (2015) estimates the electricity consumption in 2015 to be 67 TWh. Using the reported growth rates for previous years’, we extrapolate a 2017 figure, estimated at 76 TWh.

\(^{20}\) Source: Eurostat table nrg_105a.

\(^{21}\) In general, a data centre energy efficiency will depend on multiple factors, e.g. technology & design, as well as the choice of location, since low outside temperatures can ease the cooling performance.
Table 1 PUE for Google and the European data centre industry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>PUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average European data centre industry</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google fleet-wide data centres</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Google’s website on efficiency of data centres (https://www.google.com/about/datacenters/efficiency/internal/) and Uptime Institute (2014).

This chapter has demonstrated how Google’s efforts to increase energy efficiency are exemplary: this success confirms the potential available to the European data centre industry to increase further its energy efficiency. This is key in order to ensure that consumers’ growing demand for digital services, which is driving demand for data centres, is catered for in an ever more energy efficient manner.

The next chapter will show how Google also focuses on energy supply and making sure that electricity used in its data centres relies on renewable energy sources.
Chapter 6
Accompanying the electricity supply sector towards renewable energy

6.1 Corporate power purchase agreements (PPAs) support the transition to renewable energy

More and more firms are committing to buying power from renewable energy sources. Power purchase agreements (PPAs) are a key instrument that enables this.

PPAs are long-term contracts between a buyer of energy and a renewable energy project developer. In a PPA, the buyer makes a long term commitment (typically ten years or more) to buy the power generated from a specific plant at an agreed price.

As a result of the corporate buyer’s commitment, the project developer is able to secure financing for these plants, promoting investment in renewables and the transition towards green energy.

Institutions across the world have recognised the increasing role of corporate PPAs. The EU proposed Clean Energy Package includes a new Renewables Directive which requests that governments remove any legislative obstacles to corporate PPAs.

6.2 Google’s use of PPAs allows it to achieve its 100% renewable energy purchase goal

In 2012, Google committed to purchase 100 per cent renewable energy for its operations. This means that on an annual basis, Google purchases the same amount of renewable electricity (in MWh) as the electricity its global operations consume (Google, 2016). Google has been carbon neutral since 2007, and the goal to reach 100% renewable energy is a key component in achieving and maintaining that. Buying renewable energy also makes good business sense. The cost of electricity is one of largest components of cost in running Google’s data centers. The long term, fixed price contracts that PPAs offer create price and operational cost certainty for Google.

As Google operates with a variety of energy market structures across the globe, there are different methods by which it accomplishes its renewable energy goal. In Europe, Google accomplishes its renewable energy goal by signing PPAs with project developers.

---


23 The power produced at the PPA-beneficiary plants is conveyed to the local energy grid (accounting for prior use of the renewable certificates). Renewable electricity certificates (RECs) are market-based instruments used to track renewable electricity from the point of generation to the consumer. One REC embodies the renewable attributes of one MWh of generation and can be sold separately (unbundled) or together (bundled) with the underlying electricity. REC schemes vary between countries or regions; Sweden and Norway have for example a common electricity certificate market.
Since 2010, Google has signed long-term contracts that have enabled almost €3 billion investments in renewable energy projects across the globe, of which nearly €1 billion is in Europe. Google has signed 11 PPAs in Europe constituting circa 710 MW of wind and solar energy capacity (see Figure 17). Worldwide, Google has more than 20 PPAs representing over 3 GW of renewable energy capacity; Google is currently the world’s largest corporate buyer of renewable energy.

Google’s standards for renewable energy projects include a requirement of additionality. This means that the projects from which Google buys renewable energy are new to the grid and will displace more carbon intense forms of generation. This increases Google’s impact on the reduction of carbon on that grid.

---

24 Interview with Marc Oman, EU Energy Lead, Global Infrastructure at Google on 5 December 2017.
26 See Rocky Mountain Institute (2017) for an example of how Google in a consortium of four companies constructed PPAs in Krammer and Boudokken power plants in the Netherlands.
How Google’s digital infrastructure investment is supporting sustainable growth in Europe

Box 11 Google Eemshaven data centre is exemplary for renewable energy use from day 1

Google’s data centre in Eemshaven, the Netherlands started operations in 2016. From day one, the facility’s electric consumption was matched with 100 percent renewable energy from the nearby 63 Megawatt Delfzijl wind farm. Google has a 10 year PPA with Dutch power company Eneco for the power from Delfzijl.

Google recently announced two additional Dutch wind PPAs for Windpark Krammer and Bouwdokken in Zeeland (Western Netherlands). Windpark Krammer was developed by a newly formed community owned by 4,000 people. For these two projects, Google has joined forces with three leading Dutch companies (AkzoNobel, DSM and Philips) to jointly source power from these two wind farms.

This agreement marks the first time Google has teamed up with local citizens to create what is effectively a consumer-to-business energy partnership. Beyond wind power, Google has also focused in Europe on solar power, for example via a PPA supporting the establishment of the aptly-named Sunport solar power farm in The Netherlands.


Long-term commitments such as Google’s can help Europe reach its renewable energy targets for 2020 and 2030 as they ensure stability and reduce risk for developers and financing parties. By 2030, the EU has set a minimum target of 27 per cent of renewable energy in final energy consumption. Today, this share is 16 per cent (European Commission, 2017). Large investments will be needed to reach the EU’s targets. Corporate PPAs such as those signed by Google enable greater investment in renewable energy and have the added benefit of reducing the renewable energy project developers’ reliance on public subsidy schemes.
Box 12 Google St. Ghislain data centre’s on-site solar PV facility

On the data centre site at St. Ghislain, Google has installed a solar PV facility. The photovoltaic installations feature 10,665 solar panels and can generate 2.9 Gigawatt hours of electricity every year. Construction of the facility began in March 2017, using a local company to install the solar farm on four hectares of land at the data centre. The solar plant represents an investment of EUR 3 million.

Source: Google (2018) blog post, Time to shine: New solar facility and an additional data center in Belgium.

Box 13 European energy markets coupling will facilitate Europe’s transition towards renewables

We observe that, in order to support the socio-economic goal of efficient use of energy sources, deployment of renewable energy in the electricity sector should generally follow three objectives:

1. Locate where conditions ensure high generation per cost ratio, i.e. low Levelised cost of electricity (LCoE), e.g. high wind factor, solar concentration etc.
2. Locate in a place on the grid with transmission sufficient to reach demand sites
3. Locate where the energy generated displaces fossil fuel alternatives

Scoring high on all three criteria can be difficult, for example since many (but not all) of the most cost efficient geographic locations are relatively far from any sizeable demand (e.g. Northern Scandinavia and North Scotland). A better integrated internal market for electricity in the EU, including harmonised market design and stronger physical interconnection, will improve the business case of deploying (especially intermittent) renewable energy sources as it improves the ability to transport the electricity to the locations that value it most (i.e. large demand sites).

Source: Copenhagen Economics.
Chapter 7
Policy initiatives to reap the European data centre opportunity

This report has shown that Google’s investments in digital infrastructure in Europe such as data centres and fibre assets has had an impact on several levels. First, we have calculated that the economic impact on the EU GDP is EUR 5.4 billion over the period 2007-2017 and 6,600 jobs (full-time equivalent) per year on average. Moreover, we have looked into the effect in terms of the data centre-related investment in fibre connectivity infrastructure across the whole of Europe.

Second, we have analysed the positive impact of this investment on local communities, e.g. via knowledge spill-overs, signalling effects, skills building and contributions to local educational institutions and regional growth initiatives.

Last, we have shown that Google runs some of the most energy-efficient data centres in the world and in Europe, which helps to limit electricity consumption to serve European consumers’ and firms’ choice to go ever more digital. Furthermore, Google supports renewable energy investments, e.g. via its PPA agreements with renewable power plants.

However, for Europe to benefit fully and sustainably from this type of investment – whether by Google or other firms that rely directly on data centres – the policy framework can play a decisive role.

Figure 18 Overview of policy recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local and regional level</th>
<th>National level</th>
<th>EU level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Get the <strong>basics right</strong></td>
<td>• Focus on <strong>clean</strong> and <strong>reliable</strong> energy supply</td>
<td>• Complete the <strong>digital single market</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Foster local <strong>skills</strong></td>
<td>• Assess and address <strong>education gaps</strong> in digital skills</td>
<td>• Firm commitment to <strong>renewable energy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Invest in promotion <strong>activities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Copenhagen Economics
Policy coherence and consistency is key to maximise the consolidated impact of specific investment promotion initiatives and policies at all levels, including EU, national and regional policies.

In what follows, we discuss first how local and regional policies play an important function in enabling the local economy, labour force and community to tap into the benefits from an investment like the data centres in Dublin, Eemshaven, Hamina and St. Ghislain. We then turn to national-level considerations of educational and energy policies. Finally, we consider the key role of EU policies in promoting a fully functioning and growing market for digitally powered services across Europe.

7.1 Local and regional policies: getting the basics right

Local infrastructure and ease of business
Data centres – and in particular hyper-scale data centres – require considerable investment and planning by the companies wishing to build these infrastructures. Data centre investments can often be forms of foreign direct investment (FDI), which inject large amounts of capital into the (local) economy.

As for any investment, the local conditions can determine the type of investment climate and ease of doing business for both domestic or foreign entrepreneurial developments coming in the local area. Thus a basic condition for local policymakers to focus on is to ensure that business activity can proceed smoothly and that the rules for e.g. planning, zoning, licensing are clear.

Equally, any policies that make working in the local area attractive for employees and companies to setup business in – such as local transportation and connectivity – remain at all times relevant. Ultimately, many of these services ensure that a local area is not only attractive as a destination to invest in but also as a place to work and live in.

Foster local skills – ensure training meets jobs’ needs
Regional policies are key to ensure maximum local benefit from the large investment associated with hyper-scale data centres. This is because any local economy can fail to obtain the maximum benefit from investments of this scale and complexity, if there may be crowding out effects (bottlenecks and overheating of certain parts of the labour market). Crowding out occurs if the skill base in the labour force available in the region does not match the needs of the new investment – or if local services and infrastructure do not match the size of the investment. In other words, large foreign investment can only give its maximum benefit to a local economy, depending on the capacity of the economy and its ability to ‘absorb’ the demand and opportunities the new investment brings along.

Therefore, regional public policies are key in making sure that local communities can benefit, both in the short and long term, from large investments. Thus far, we have seen that the regions hosting the Google data centres have prepared well to benefit from the data centre investment by fostering the local skill base of the labour force and investing in digital and technology promotion initiatives and centres. Together these efforts help to match the needs of the new activities that companies like Google bring.
Staying on this successful trajectory and scaling up further will require local and regional authorities to continue to engage in a skills partnership so that the long-term skills needed for digital industries are met locally – making sure that there is a good match between demand and supply in the labour market. Moreover, this requires the right conditions and incentives for the labour market to develop and grow and also sufficient flexibility for labour to move to where the new opportunities arise.

For a successful capture of the maximum benefits of data centre investments, what is key are the efforts by the local region and its people. Data centres are a good opportunity for local workers, provided they have the right technical skills for this type of work. In fact, what is needed is a broad mix of skill levels, with a majority of medium-skill workers with technical qualifications (not necessarily a higher degree); however these skills must be oriented towards the specialties that are needed for data centres.

In conclusion, it is in the interest of regional and local authorities to continue to ensure that the educational programmes locally available match the needs of the economic activity of the data centre – including the activities of its many suppliers firms. Ultimately, economic spill-overs from a large foreign investment work best when there are local people with the right skills set for this knowledge to spill over to.

**Invest in promotion activities – a team effort to market the territory**

Finally, attracting investments is a game that can bring the best in the inter-institutional teamwork between different players at the local level. As part of our research and interviews, we have observed that the regions that have succeeded in attracting a Google data centre present interesting local initiatives that help give an edge to the local area.

Marketing the attractive feature of a local region requires analysis of the strengths and work on ameliorating weaknesses – both of which are ultimately key to deliver good services and quality of life to local citizens and firms.

Ultimately, team play between the region’s development&investment promotion agency and its stakeholders is important to show the region’s best prospects. This is because, in an age of globalisation, local conditions still matter. A professional investment promotion effort that places a region on the international map is an asset for the communities in the region. Together with the efforts of local citizens, firms and institutions – investment promotion, planning and management can create a bridge, a two-way connection between the local region and the world.

**7.2 National policies: digital education and clean energy**

**Clean energy supply mix to attract and benefit from data centre investments**

Many data centre operators have followed Google’s lead and are committing to procure renewable energy to match their electricity usage. Opportunities for renewable energy procurement are becoming an increasingly important consideration for attracting data centre investment.
While the energy demand from data centres will be supplied by electrical grids that may cross national borders, individual countries can attract data centre investment through proactive policies that encourage the deployment of clean energy and enable corporate purchasing of renewables. It is in the interest of national governments to consider and stimulate the supply of renewable energy in the domestic electricity mix, particularly as more corporations commit to purchasing renewable energy.

**Foster digital skills for the future**

National governments hold generally an important role in setting the tone for educational policy, including defining to what extent the training and development of skills can adapt to evolving needs in society and the economy. The outcome of these choices is the set of skills available and the ability for a country’s labour force to cater for, capture and develop jobs throughout the economy.

Digital transformation is embraced across Europe by consumers, firms and public administrations. As a result, productive processes, services and products are changing at a relatively fast pace. It is a difficult question whether the educational offering – often a public sector activity in Europe – is matching the evolution of skills needed for workers to contribute to, develop and deliver the services that European consumers, firms and governments demand. Addressing gaps to an open market for digitally powered services could lead to employment gains equivalent to over 223,000 European jobs created by 2020.27

Insofar as digital skills gaps are in place across Europe, there is an opportunity for national policies to help speed up adaptation and enhancement in the skills that young students and lifelong learners have access to. Our 2017 Jobs in Apps study has underlined the importance of ensuring the availability of coding skills and it is well known that software expertise is in demand.28

Industry is aware of the skills gap and indeed industry-led skills initiatives targeted at both individuals and SMEs (an example of which is the Grow with Google / Growth Engine programme) can play a key role in accelerating the bridging of the skills gap.

The present study has set out the important role of data centres and, in general, of digital infrastructure projects. This calls for training to consider not only hardware ICT expertise but also the set of professions that support the creation and maintenance of complex facilities like data centres – facilities that our society expects to be always on and delivering services flawlessly.

Policymakers could contribute by:

- Seeking an analysis of the offer of training for jobs in digital sectors;
- Identifying any skills that can be built also via shorter educational modules;
- Consider opportunities to expose broad sections of students, from an early age, to STEM&ICT subjects, so to support and stimulate interest; and
- Fostering a network of vocational colleges/universities that can share best practices on meeting these skills needs.

---

• Supporting and channelling (e.g. via backing certifications) industry-led skills training programmes

7.3 EU policies: consolidate the single market and promote best practice

Completing the Digital Single Market as a mean to an end: innovation

Europe has the capabilities to lead in the global digital economy but, as noted by the European Commission, fragmentation and barriers exist on digital markets that do not exist in the physical markets. This is holding European economies back and bringing down these barriers within Europe could contribute an additional EUR 415 billion to European GDP. This can create opportunities for new start-ups and allow existing companies to grow and profit from the scale of a market of over 500 million people. 29

Between 2001 and 2011, digitisation has accounted for 30% of GDP growth in the EU. 30 The digital economy can expand markets and foster better services at better prices, offer more choice and create new sources of employment. The digital reform policies so far implemented in Europe have already led to a long-term impact on GDP growth of above 1%; further reforms to promote an open digital market could lead to an additional 2.1% of long-term growth. 31

Key EU policy areas include the Data Protection Reform; European Cloud Strategy and Data Infrastructure and Free Flow of Data Initiative. While any of these initiatives is pivotal, promoting a fuller Digital Single Market, is not an end in itself.

A key rationale for the pursuit of the DSM is that the resulting larger market scale can enable more innovation in Europe. The intuition here is that a larger market for digital services without intra-EU fragmentation improves the business case to invest fixed costs in innovative digital services. This is because those fixed costs (e.g. IP, software design) can only be recovered by scaling up at speed and by selling services across a continent-wide market at once (rather than in stages, country by country).

Ultimately, policies that enable the creation and diffusion of digital innovations in Europe are those that create an environment that gives the incentives for firms to make large, fixed investments needed across the digital value chain – big bets that power the digital transformation sought by the European society, economy and, ultimately, citizens.

Thus we recommend that policy makers keep a firm focus on actions aimed to:

• Ensure that the rapid growth of the EU Digital Single Market is prioritised and that the open nature of the Digital Single Market is safeguarded and strengthened so to function effectively and without intra-EU market or regulatory barriers;

---

Implement reforms to the market for digitally powered services, establishing and enforcing a clear policy framework to underpin free flow of data within EU and globally;
 Improve the EU environment for the development, launch and use of new devices and services, so to provide value to users and business, in turn creating demand for further infrastructure investments in Europe.

**A firm, long-term vision supporting the renewable energy transition**
Energy is a complex, highly capital-intensive industry where investment and planning decisions are made over a timeframe of decades, much longer than the business or electoral cycles that inform many other business and policy decisions. Furthermore, energy markets present systemic and strategic cross-border considerations. Market signals alone do not always trigger investments in clean energy, and integration of large amounts of renewable energy into the electricity grid requires greater integration across regions. As such, establishing long-term policies aimed at promoting low carbon energy can help ensure that decisions made today enable greater investments in renewable energy and the infrastructure needed to support the transition to a cleaner energy future.

We recommend that EU institutions continue to work towards developing an integrated internal energy market for electricity as well as eliminate barriers for corporate PPAs. Efforts to integrate the energy market could include harmonisation in market design and deeper physical interconnection between countries and regions, which improves the business case of renewable energy and reduces electricity costs. To grow the European market for corporate PPAs, policymakers should also ensure that corporate customers can claim the Guarantees of Origin (GOOs) associated with the renewable electricity that they purchase, among other reforms.

These measures will allow more businesses to procure cost-effective renewable energy throughout the European Union, driving jobs and investment and accelerating the EU’s transition to a clean energy future.

**Raising awareness of data centre infrastructures and supporting policies**
As reported in this study, a large number of data centres are and will be needed to store and process the data underpinning the current use of and future growth in digital services. Together with the fibre-based cable links delivering connectivity across the globe, data centres are a key infrastructure that defines the architecture of the internet.

Data centres can be – both in terms of internet and telecoms value chain and of geography – relatively far away from consumers. As is often the case, citizens, media and policymakers are more familiar with the technologies and parts of the value chain that are closer to the consumer experience. As a result, awareness of the critical nature of high quality data centre infrastructure may be somewhat lacking – naturally perhaps, given the “behind the scenes” role of data centres in making existing and new digital services work seamlessly on our devices.

As we have shown, data centres are operated and used by many organisations and the data centre sector is as fast moving as the wide digital value chain. Notwithstanding this fast pace of growth, the dynamics in sectoral policies may not be on par. However, policies
enabling and supporting the deployment and efficient operation of data centres (including hyper-scale) can play a critical role.

That notwithstanding, knowledge is not widespread about what policies are best suited to complement the expected growth in data centres and to make the most of its economic and social benefits. For this reason, we recommend the EU to shine a light on the data centre sector and its policy considerations. There is an opportunity to learn from the leaders, for instance by performing an audit of policy and regulatory best practices to:

- Support major digital infrastructure investments such as data centres; and
- Maximise the economic benefits from this type of investments.
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